Gin Library

GIN LIBRARY
Here at Navyärd we make all of our gin and tonics ‘Spanish
style’ using double (50ml) measures served over ice in goblets
and accompanied by Fevertree mixers. If you would like yours
another way just let us know.
For ease, we have grouped our selection onto different shelves,
with further information below.

LOWER SHELF
6.5/50ML & MIXER
2.5/25ML ONLY

Hayman’s Sloe, England
Traditional sloe from one of gins oldest families this is bittersweet and
intense in flavour.

Beefeater, England
Produced since 1862, a true classic ‘London dry’ style gin.

Blackwoods Vintage Dry, Scotland
A gin with a ‘vintage’ – the flavour profile changes slightly each year.
Made on Lerwick in the Shetland Islands.

Bloom, England
From the oldest running distillery in the UK and the world’s only female
Master Distiller. Light, floral gin with a smooth finish.

Bombay Dry (Original), England
The original Bombay gin created from an old English dry gin recipe.
Crisp and refreshing.

Boxer, England
Classic flavours of juniper, citrus and spice. One of only a few gins
approved by the Sustainable Restaurant Association.

Bulldog, England
Dragon eye, poppy and lotus leaves give this a bold flavour, making it
different from the norm.

Darnley’s View Spiced, Scotland
Scottish gin with warming cinnamon, nutmeg and clove flavours for a
full flavour.

Edgerton Original Pink, England
Delicate pink colour with hints of pomegranate and grapefruit.

Edgerton Blue Spiced Gin, England
Earthier in style than the classic Edgerton Pink with masculine
coriander notes.

ELLC London Dry, England
Powerful juniper and citrus flavours and a delicate smoothness from
the East End’s first new distillery in over 100 years.

Gin Lane 1751 London Dry, England
A full-bodied London Dry gin with a predominance of juniper, star anise
and refreshing citrus.

Gin Lane 1751 Victoria Pink, England
A naturally infused pink gin – made by infusing a herb and spice bitter
into the gin before bottling.

Greenall’s, England
Balanced and well rounded with rich juniper flavour and citrus spicy notes.

Hawthorn’s London Dry, England
Based on a 200 year old recipe with nutmeg and cassia bark flavours
alongside citrus peel.

Hayman’s Old Tom, England
Old Tom is the original English style of gin with a touch of sweetness for
a more rounded, softer flavour profile.

Larios 12, Spain
A blend of 5 separate distillations for exceptional smoothness and
expressive character.

Portobello Road no.171, England
From one of the UK’s best bartenders, this has generous juniper and
citrus character.

Richmond, England
Classic dry gin with juniper notes from the makers of Bloom.

SW4, England
Small batch gin made in Clapham designed to create the perfect gin
and tonic.

Tanqueray, England
Made to an export strength recipe for added flavour, but with the ABV
lowered slightly. Now produced in Scotland but still using a copper pot
that survived World War II.

Whitley Neill, England
Gin with an African twist – Johnny Neill has macerated baobab and
Cape gooseberry for an uplifting nose.

NEXT SHELF

7.5/50ML & MIXER
3/25ML ONLY
Sipsmith Sloe, England
Produced using hand picked sloes each year, making every vintage
different this has a mixture of jam and spice flavours.

Adnams Copper House, England
Something bright from the coast with surprising flavours of Hibiscus
flower.

Beefeater 24, England
A boosted version of Beefeater with rare teas such as Japanese Sencha
infused with the more traditional botanicals.

Bertha’s Revenge Milk Gin, Ireland
Using whey alcohol from irish dairies to give a smooth, creamy taste
and fraged botanicals including sweet woodruff and elderflower.

Blackwoods 60%, Scotland
High strength Scottish gin with hand harvested botanicals from the
Shetland Isles.

Brockmans, England
Made with blueberries and blackberries for a smoother, fruitier flavour.

Caorunn, Scotland
Small batch gin from Speyside with some unusual notes coming from
the heather, dandelion and apple used in the recipe.

Citadelle, France
Made by the Ferrand Cognac house, this is delicate and fragrant with
hints of honeysuckle and jasmine on the nose.

Chase GB, England
Potato-based spirit infused with big juniper overtones.

Colombo, Sri Lanka
Sri Lankan gin infused with curry leaves, fantastic with food.

Edinburgh Gin, Scotland
Clean and spicy with softer botanicals of heather and milk thistle added
to the mix.

Filliers 38, Netherlands
A dutch genever aged for 5 years in American oak barrels – a more fullflavoured spirit than traditional gins.

Fords, England
Made for bartenders with bright flavours of lemon peel, Turkish
grapefruit and jasmine.

Geranium, England
Smooth and well-balanced with juniper and the not so secret ingredient
shining through.

Gin Mare, Spain
Savoury Spanish gin with basil, olive and rosemary – something truly
different and great pre-dinner.

Hayman’s Royal Dock, England
Named after the old naval base in Deptford, East London this is high
strength with big juniper and orange blossom flavours.

Hendrick’s, Scotland
An innovative floral gin with cucumber and rose petal hints.

Hoxton, England
A truly unusual spirit with flavours of grapefruit and coconut.

Ish London Dry, England
Heavy on the juniper supported by lighter notes of coriander, Ish has an
almost medicinal aroma and a hot pepper heat which comes through on
first sip.

King of Soho, England
Light and floral, this is named after the original ‘King of Soho’ himself
Paul Raymond.

Little Bird, England
Pink grapefruit, sweet orange and a pin-up girl for a label.

Martin Miller’s Westbourne Strength, England
Named after Martin Miller’s original base in Westbourne Grove, this is
blended with pure Icelandic mineral water for freshness.

Opihr Oriental Spiced, England
Cubeb, black pepper and coriander give this warming spice and length
on the palate.

Pinkster, England
A classic London dry that is then steeped with raspberries , giving it a
pink hue and softening the flavour of juniper.

Plymouth Premium, England
A gin with a sense of place! Plymouth Gin can only be made in
Plymouth, much like Champagne and Port.

Sacred, England
Created by hand in a kitchen in Highgate with each botanical, even the
Frankincense, distilled separately to maximise flavour.

Sipsmith London Dry, England
Dry with a zesty citrus finish. Sipsmith led modern-day gin craze with
the first new still in London in 200 years.

Star of Bombay, England
The new flagship from Bombay Sapphire, with strong scents of
bergamot and earthy spice.

Tanqueray Rangpur, England
Classic London Dry gin with the addition of ginger, bay leaves and
Rangpur limes for a more complex flavour.

Warner Edwards Elderflower, England
Home-grown elderflower is used in the recipe from the same farm on
which each bottle is distilled, labelled and numbered by Tom and Sion.

NEXT SHELF

8.75/50ML & TONIC
3.75/25ML ONLY
Warner Edwards Sloe, England

Jammy, yet still fresh this uses sloes foraged locally to the
Nottinghamshire farm where this is made.

Aviation, USA
American batch-distilled gin with a spicy rye base and lovely notes of
lavender and anise.

Adnams First Rate, England
Well-balanced with great flavours and a long gentle finish.

Blackdown Sussex Dry, England
Made in Sussex this delivers a touch of woodiness married with some
fresh citrus and a smooth mouthfeel.

The Botanist, Scotland
From Islay, where the 22 native botanicals are also foraged – a really
unique taste from a company that traditionally makes whisky.

Chase Seville Orange, England
Herefordshire potato gin infused with raw Seville oranges for a fresh,
light flavour.

Dictador Ortodoxy, Columbia
An aged gin from the Dictador rum company rich with juniper and
mint flavours.

D1 London, England
Infused with nettles that give a touch of spice.

ELLC Premium Batch no1, England
Juniper is complemented by Darjeeling tea for a complex finish.

Fifty Pounds, England
Smooth and delicate, with a number of distillations used.

G’Vine Floraison, France
Produced using the Ugni Blanc grape with big citrus flavours balanced
with a mineral grape note.

G’Vine Nouaison, France
A darker, richer flavour than the Floraison with herbal notes and
subtle spice.

Hayman’s Family Reserve, England
Made by resting the gin in old Scotch Whisky barrels for just three
weeks. Such short contact with wood lifts the botanical flavours of
enticing peppery spice.

Ish Limed, England
Dry gin that is enhanced with bold flavours of lime.

Jinzu, Scotland
Something new that blends traditional gin – that includes cherry
blossom as a botanical – and sake for a creamy, delicate taste.

No3 London Dry, England
Made to a secret recipe with juniper at its heart.

Old English, England
Mimick’s the old sweeter style of gin, even down to the re-used
champagne bottle and wax seal.

Old Tom Gin Ampleforths, England
Slightly sweetened, with the style named after the old cat plaques
outside London gin houses that were used to secretly dispense gin.

Plymouth Navy Strength, England
Intense, bold notes of juniper, coriander and cardamom are matched
with smooth sweetness on the finish.

Sacred Cardamom, England
Sacred’s classic London gin with lots of cardamom flavour, making this
a great drink with food.

Sacred Pink Grapefruit, England
Made using whole distilled organic Pink Grapefruit from Spain and Italy,
this gin is a shining example of how vacuum distillation retains the
freshness of botanicals.

Saffron, France
Subtly flavoured but less subtly coloured this is a bright, zesty gin.

Silent Pool, England
Smooth and delicate, made in the heart of the Surrey Hills.

St George Botanivore, USA
Earthy, herbaceous and still citrus-fresh, from America’s oldest craft
distillery in California.

St George Dry Rye, USA
With Rye as the base grain, this gin has subtle spice notes.

Tarquin’s Cornish, England
A big mix of flavours from around the world, made on a fire-driven
copper still and hand bottled.

Ungava, Canada
Canadian Gin suing six rare botanicals that include cloudberry,
crowberry and Labrador tea that give it a slightly sweet flavour.

VII Hills, England
Produced by some great bartenders, with artichoke and chervil giving it
a real savoury edge.

Warner Edwards Victoria’s Rhubarb, England
Crisp, sweet and bitter taste, using an old rhubarb plant originally
grown at Buckingham Palace.

TOP SHELF

10/50ML & MIXER
4.5/25ML ONLY
Monkey 47 Sloe Gin, Germany
Small-batch distilled this is true Monkey 47, but also not…crisp and
fruity on the nose with deep tangy fruit notes on the palate. A limited
release masterpiece.

Brooklyn, USA
With fresh citrus peels in the recipe this is lip-smackingly fruit forward
– a delight from New York.

Burleigh’s Distillers Cut Gin, England
Distiller’s Cut with a higher proportion of softer, sweeter, more floral
ingredients making it perfectly suited to cocktails.

Burleigh’s Export Strength Gin, England
Bold juniper in abundance, sweet floral spice, pine, pepper and citrus.

Death’s Door, USA
Made with red winter wheat with flavours of creamy vanilla, anise and
pepper alongside the traditional juniper and citrus.

Elephant, Germany
Uses 14 botanicals, including apples from the orchard around the
distillery, with 15% of profits going to elephant charities.

FEW American, USA
Vanilla, hops, cinnamon and more make this unconventional.

Glendalough Seasonal Small Batch Gin, Ireland
The brainchild of the Glendalough whiskey distillery in Ireland this
changes with every season, giving you something new and exciting
to try.

Half Hitch, England
The ‘G with Tea’ – infused with black tea and bergamot for a
quintessentially English drink.

Hepple, England
Utilising three different distillation methods and including the lovely
fresh taste of Amalfi lemons and lovage.

Hoppy, France
Made by the team behind Pink Pepper this uses distilled IPA for a light,
hoppy gin.

Junipero, USA
Made by a craft brewery – rich fruity and packed full of juniper.

Masters of Malt Cream Gin, England
Using 100ml of cream per bottle for a wonderful flavour this is
actually inspired by the old Gin Palaces where gin was infused with
cream and sugar.

Monkey 47 Schwarzwald, Germany
A creative blend of 47 botanicals, including cranberries, this is distilled
on the edge of the Black Forest in Germany.

Oxley, England
Bright and intense, this uses a cold distillation vacuum ‘boiling’ the
liquids at -5 degrees!

Pink Pepper, France
Truly unusual – lemon zest, soft spice and then big peppercorn notes
that make this incredibly refreshing.

Sipsmith VJOP, England
Huge juniper flavours with a long finish.

Slingsby Dry, England
A London Dry that is proudly from the Yorkshire town of Harrrogate!
Smooth, citrus led, classic gin.

Smooth Ambler Double Barrel Gin, USA
From Virginia this is aged for three months to give hints of vanilla,
brown sugar and a buttery smoothness.

Tanqueray Ten, England
Crafted with the perfect martini in mind, the fresh citrus fruits of No.
Ten perfectly complement and capture the exquisite essence of the
ultimate martini.

Warner Edwards Melissa, England
Made with Lemon Balm, a member of the mint family. Also known by its
name “Melissa Officinalis”.

West Winds Cutlass Gin, Australia
The Cutlass combines traditional juniper alongside some uniquely
Australian elements, including cinnamon myrtle, lemon myrtle and
Australian bush tomato.

